Citing Our Electronic Databases in MLA
Baxter Library

Common Elements in all Database Citations:

- Author
- Article Title
- Publication Name
- Publication Date
- Publisher info (if source is taken from a previously published book) or
- Copyright Holder
- Page Number/Range or Newspaper Section
- Database Name
- Service Name
- Name of the library where service was accessed
- Date of Access
- URL of the Database (use those shown below)

**The following examples are single-spaced. Your professor may require double-spacing.**

Expanded Academic ASAP (Periodical Articles)


JSTOR (Scholarly Periodical Articles)


SIRS Knowledge Source (Periodical Articles, Newspaper Articles, Government Documents, Reference Books, Graphics and links to Web Sites)


**Gale Virtual Reference Library (Collection of Online Encyclopedias)**


**Britannica Online (A Single Online Encyclopedia)**


**National Newspapers, Los Angeles Times Historical or New York Times Historical (Newspaper Articles)**


**Literature Resource Center (Reference Books & Periodical Articles)**
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Magill On Literature Plus (Full-Text Reference Books)


CQ Researcher (Single Issue Periodical)


CQ Weekly (Single Issue Periodical)


CQ Encyclopedia of American Government (Online Encyclopedia)


CountryWatch (Online Encyclopedia)

Opposing Viewpoints Resource Ctr. (Book Chapters & Periodical Articles)


Ebsco Health Databases or Nursing Resource Center


Access Science (Online Encyclopedia, Reference Books and Periodical Articles)


NetLibrary E-Books (Electronic Books)
